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Free Screen Video Recorder is
a full-featured but lightweight
free screen recorder from a
developer known for its free
conversion software. It can
record Skype conversations
with no limitations and is
therefore useful for Skype
meetings and online
conference calls. Also,
different Windows applications
can be singled out and
captured as discrete elements.
Included is a basic user-
friendly image editor that is
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surprisingly helpful for
attaining a polished look.
Compared to the other tools
we reviewed, Screenr is a
better free video creator. Not
only does it allow the user to
add text, add animations, and
add music, but it also allows
editing up to 2 tracks of audio
and 4 tracks of video, plus it
offers some useful features
like batch conversion, video
recording, frame rate
synchronization, and a special
timer mode. If you are
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searching for a screen
recorder that can record and
save videos up to 4K
resolution, VidTab is the way
to go. What makes it better
than many other free and paid
video creation tools is that it
allows the user to record only
the main window of the
application, and it does this
with video quality up to 4K.
Some users of this screen
recorder have even sent me
screenshots of videos shot
from 4K televisions. While the
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aforementioned applications
allow for basic video
recording, Zoom Screen is
more suited for instructors
who want to create high-
quality tutorials and demos for
the online learning market.
What sets it apart is that the
user can edit and optimize the
quality of the final output
before saving, which is not
possible in many other free
screen recording tools.
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FreeCam is a simple, free,
webcam/screen recorder. Free
Cam for Windows allows you

to record video or audio
conversations on Skype, MSN

Messenger, Google Talk,
Yahoo and Facebook IM

(instant messaging) and other
web applications with no

video, audio or bandwidth
limitations. Micro Video is the
best freeware video converter
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you can get right now. Its
simple and easy to use, comes

with a neat interface and of
course, is completely free. It
supports the recording of all

videos from the screen of your
computer or webcam to the

clipboard. In addition, it has a
built-in video editor, which

allows you to edit the
beginning, middle and end of

your video. Besides, it lets you
trim, crop and remove

unwanted parts from your
video. Free Video Converter is
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both a screen recorder and a
video converter. Due to its

built-in editor, you can edit the
beginning, middle and end of
your video. It can also save

videos to popular formats like
AVI, MP4, WMV, MOV, 3GP,
FLV, H.264, etc. Moreover,
there are 7 audio formats,

such as MP3, WMA, AAC, AC3,
WAV, OGG, and LPCM. Free
Video Converter was named

by CNET as best free software
for video and audio

conversion. In addition to
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having great conversion
ability, Free Video Converter

also supports various devices.
You can use it to record video
from Webcam or VGA, record
video screen with 3GP or AVI

format, convert video files
from different video formats to
others, preview video as well

as share video online on social
media sites, blogs, email or
within instant messaging

programs. You can record full
screen with our powerful

screen capture tool. Easy, fast
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and absolutely free. With just
one click, you can capture

image or screen area of your
desktop and do whatever you
want with it. Record videos of
your desktop, play games in

high quality, make
presentations, use as a web

cam and a lot more. The newly
designed interface of our

screen capture program is
very fast, simple and user-
friendly. Besides, you can

easily record screen area you
want to capture, search the
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target area to start recording.
Also, please note that this
program can capture one

screen area at a time, not all
your screen areas in one shot.
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